INSTALLER APPLICATION TERMS AND CONDITIONS
I. General provisions
1. These Terms and Conditions of Electronic Services deﬁne the terms and conditions of
using the Installer Application provided by Fibar Group S.A.
2. These Terms and Conditions have been drawn up on the basis of legal regulations in force
in the territory of the Republic of Poland, and the subject of its regulation are the terms of
use of the Installer Application service available at https://installer.ﬁbaro.com or via the
App Store or Google Play app.
3. The Terms and conditions deﬁne the rights and obligations of Service Users, as well as the
rights, obligations and responsibilities of the Service Provider as the entity administering
the Service and providing the Services to Users.
4. The Terms and Conditions are a work within the meaning of the Copyright and Related
Rights Act. It takes advantage of the protection provided therein and may not be
distributed or used by other entities without concluding an appropriate agreement with
Fibar Group S.A.
5. The Service may be used by Installers meeting the conditions speciﬁed in the Terms and
Conditions after reading the content of the Terms and Conditions and its explicit
acceptance by ticking the appropriate box (checkbox).
II. Deﬁnitions
For the purposes of these Terms and Conditions, the following terms shall have the meaning:
1.

Service of Installer Application (hereinafter also referred to as the 'Service'): refers
to a tool available through a web browser or mobile application that enables the
Installer to use all the Service features.

2.

Service features: obtaining remote maintenance access to customers equipment via
FIBARO ID integration; designing smart home solutions for the Customer, using devices
available in FIBARO's portfolio and external suppliers devices; generating offers based
on designed projects; generating orders to Distributors based on designed projects.

3.

Certiﬁcate: refers to a document conﬁrming that the Installer has successfully
completed the 1st level of FIBARO Training;

4.

Installer: refers to a natural person participating in the 1st Level FIBARO Training;

5.

User: refers to an Installer who has obtained a Certiﬁcate and has been granted access
to the Service;

6.

FIBARO ID: service provided by Fibar Group S.A. on the basis of independent Terms
and Conditions available at: https://id.cloud.ﬁbaro.com/terms-of-service;

7.

Customer: a natural or legal person who is the recipient of the Installer's services - the
ﬁnal purchaser of the FIBARO System and the Installer's services.

8.

Service provider: Fibar Group S.A. with its registered ofﬁce in Wysogotowo
at Serdeczna 3 Street, 62-081, which provides the Services under regulations speciﬁed
in the Terms and Conditions and administers the Service.

www.ﬁbaro.com


9.

Distributor: an entity cooperating with the Service Provider who, among others, acts as
an intermediary in the sale of FIBARO devices and cooperates with FIBARO to organise
1st degree (level) FIBARO trainings;

10.

Terms and Conditions: refers to all of herein regulations of the Installer Application,
G893845M>5CD85BE<5C?6EC9>7D85C5C5BF935C

11.

Service: refers to the website at 8DD@C 9>CD1<<5BM21B?3?= that helps Users access the
App Service nad use its features;

12.

Mobile Application: refers to the application by means of which the User may use the
Service on a mobile device.

III. Registration
1.

Access to the Service is voluntary and free of charge, granted to Installers by the Service
&B?F945BE>45BD853?>49D9?>CC@539M549>D85C5*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>C

2.

*85 )5BF935 &B?F945B 7B1>DC 1335CC D? D85 )5BF935 G85> 1<< ?6 D85 6?<<?G9>7 3?>49D9?>C
are met:
(a) *85 >CD1<<5B 81C B579CD5B54 6?B D85 CD 457B55 (% *B19>9>7 81C 1335@D54 D85
3?>D5>DC?6D85*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>C
and has provided the data indicated in point 3 below;

(b)81CCE335CC6E<<I3?=@<5D54 CD457B55(%*B19>9>71C5F945>3542I
D855BD9M31D5

(c) has an active FIBARO ID account.
 >?B45BD?B579CD5B6?BD85 CD457B55(%*B19>9>79D9C>535CC1BI6?BD85>CD1<<5BD?
provide the following data:
(a) name and surname;

(b) D85 39DI 9> G8938 D85 2EC9>5CC ?6 D85 >CD1<<5B 9C B579CD5B54 ?B D85 ?6M35 ?6 89C
employer is registered;
(c) e-mail address used as the FIBARO ID account.
4.

+@?> CE335CC6E< 3?=@<5D9?> ?6 D85 CD "5F5< (%*B19>9>7 D85 @5BC?> 3?>4E3D9>7
D85*B19>9>7C81<<@B?F945D85)5BF935&B?F945BG9D8D859>6?B=1D9?>>535CC1BID?7B1>D
access to the Service, i.e.
(a) >E=25B?6D855BD9M31D5?2D19>542ID85>CD1<<5B

5.

(b) the data indicated in point 3 above;

On the basis of the information referred to in point 3 above and under the conditions
C5D ?ED 25<?G 45C3B9254 9> D85 *5B=C 1>4 ?>49D9?>C D85 )5BF935 &B?F945B 7B1>DC
access to the Service and, at that moment, the Installer becomes a User.

6.

335@D1>35?6D85*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>C9CD1>D1=?E>DD?3?>3<E49>713?>DB13D6?BD85
provision of services by electronic means provided that the agreement creates legal
56653DC6?BD85&1BD95C6B?=D85=?=5>D?6?2D19>9>7D855BD9M31D52ID85>CD1<<5B

7.

?>MB=1D9?> ?6 6E<M<<=5>D ?6 D85 3?>49D9?> B565BB54 D? 9> C53D9?>  12?F5 9C D? 7B1>D
1335CCD?D85)5BF935*8517B55=5>D9C3?>3<E4546?B1>9>45M>9D5@5B9?4?6D9=51>4
9D9CC5D?ED9>*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>C

 


8.

*8517B55=5>D9C3?>3<E4549>>7<9C8<1>7E175>31C5?649C3B5@1>395C25DG55>D85
language versions, the Polish version shall prevail.

IV. Logging into the Service
1.

Features of the Service are available to the User after logging in.

2.

*85+C5B<?7C9>EC9>7D85-52C9D5?BD85#?29<5@@<931D9?>

3.

Logging in is carried out with the use of login data (login and password) also used 
as FIBARO ID.



V. Services
1.
2.

*85+C5B719>C1335CCD?D85651DEB5C?6D85)5BF935@B?F94542ID85)5BF935&B?F945BF91
Service.
User will be able to use the following Services:
(a)B5=?D51335CCD?ECD?=5BC45F935C1F19<12<516D5B?2D19>9>7CD1DEC
?6 1 35BD9M54 (% >CD1<<5B 1C G5<< 1C 16D5B EC9>7 D85 )5BF935 2I D85 +C5B D85
ECD?=5B @B?F9454 G9D8 D85 C5BF935 9C 5>12<54 D? 79F5 D85 >CD1<<5B C53EB54 B5=?D5
1335CCD?89C5AE9@=5>D9>?B45BD?31BBI?ED4917>?CD93C*85B51B5DG?<5F5<C?61335CC
 ?>5 D? 3?>M7EB1D9?> 1>4 D538>931< 41D1 1>4 D9=5<9=9D54 1335CC D? D85 6E<< 41D1
content, including the precise data recorded by the sensors. Access is always granted
2ID85ECD?=5B*89CC5BF9359C@B?F9454?>D85D5B=C1>49>D85=1>>5B45C3B92549>
D85 *5B=C 1>4 ?>49D9?>C ?6 D85 (%  1F19<12<5 1D 8DD@C 943<?E4M21B?3?=
terms-of-service.
(b) )5BF935 ?6 1335CC D? D85 ?665B9>7 D??< *85 C5BF935 5>12<5C D85 @?CC929<9DI D? 6B55<I
browse the full FIBARO product offer and to create a hierarchical structure consisting of
1B51C 57 L??BC ?6 D85 2E9<49>7 B??=C G9D89> D85C5 1B51C 1>4 5AE9@=5>D <?31D54 9>
C@539M3 B??=C*85 9>CD1<<5B 1<C? 81C D85 @?CC929<9DI D? 9>3<E45 5HD5B>1< 45F935C ?D85B
manufacturers) in the project and to freely manipulate prices, including granting
discounts and adding the costs of own services. Based on the project, it is possible to
create a complete, comprehensive offer for the customer.
(c) Service of access to a tool for placing orders: Based on the prepared project, the
Installer or User can directly and quickly place an order with the Distributor and shorten
D85D9=5>55454D?M>1<9J5D85?B45B

VI. Technical conditions for the provision of Services
1.

In order to use the Services, it is necessary to have:
(a) Internet access
(b) 1 3?BB53D<I 3?>M7EB54 G52 2B?GC5B 9> D85 <1D5CD F5BC9?> ?B 9> ?>5 ?6 D85 <1D5CD
versions including cookie support,
(c) Javascript enabled,
(d)1>13D9F51>43?BB53D<I3?>M7EB545=19<133?E>D

2.

*I@931<B9C;CB5<1D54D?D85EC5?6D85>D5B>5D1>441D1DB1>C=9CC9?>1B51CC?391D54G9D8
D85EC5?6D85)5BF935C*85)5BF935&B?F945BEC5CD538>9AE5C3ECD?=1B9<I1335@D54?>
D85=1B;5D4E5D?D85>1DEB5?6D85)5BF935C19=541D5>CEB9>7D85+C5BC1335CC1>4

 


use of the Services in a safe manner, and in particular in a manner preventing
E>1ED8?B9J54 1335CC D? D85 3?>D5>D ?6 D85 DB1>C=9CC9?> B5<1D54 D? D85C5 )5BF935C
including in particular the use of appropriate cryptographic techniques.
3.

*85 +C5B 9C 6E<<I B5C@?>C92<5 6?B D85 C53EB9DI ?6 4979D1< 3?>D5>D G9D89> D85 C3?@5 ?6
actions which can only be taken by this User and which are customary due to the nature
of the Services used by the User, including in particular the use of antivirus software and
D85 EC5 ?6 E>9AE5 @1CCG?B4C G9D8 1 8978 457B55 ?6 3?=@<5H9DI 1>4 D1;9>7 1<<
B51C?>12<5CD5@CD?5>CEB5D853?>M45>D91<9DI?6D85C5@1CCG?B4C

4.

*85+C5BE>45BD1;5C>?DD?EC5D85)5BF935CD?B579CD5BCD?B51>4DB1>C=9D3?>D5>D1>4
process personal data illegally.

5.

*85 +C5B 9C 6E<<I B5C@?>C92<5 6?B 89C 13D9?>C 1>4 ?=9CC9?>C B5<1D54 D? D85 EC5 ?6 D85
)5BF9359>@1BD93E<1B85=1I25<912<5D?D85)5BF935&B?F945BECD?=5BC?B9CDB92ED?BC
for damages.

VII. User rights and obligations
1.

+C5B 17B55C D? EC5 D85 )5BF935 9> 133?B41>35 G9D8 D85 *5B=C 1>4 ?>49D9?>C 1>4 D85
applicable laws. In particular, the User is forbidden:
(a)EC5D85)5BF9359>1=1>>5B<5149>7D?49CBE@D9?>?63?=@ED5B1>4*CICD5=C?6
the Administrator, other Users and third parties, in particular in order to carry out DDoS
(distributed denial of service - distributed denial of service - dispersed refusal of
service);
(b) upload to the System in any way, in particular, the following content:
(i) offensive, defamatory or infringing on the personal rights of others,
(ii) 9>39D5=5>DD?81DB54B139C=H5>?@8?2913?>L93DC25DG55>>1D9?>C?BB5<979?>C
(iii) infringing copyright or other intellectual property rights, or encourage copyright
infringement, including by making available information or materials that may be used
to infringe copyright or other intellectual property rights,
(iv) infringing industrial property rights or encouraging infringements of industrial
property rights, including by making available information or materials which may serve
to infringe industrial property rights,
(v) violation of fair competition or good commercial morals, (vi) trade secrets violation;
(c) D? =1;5 1F19<12<5 M<5C ?B 8I@5B<9>;C D? M<5C G9D8 D85 3?>D5>D 2I =51>C ?6 ?665BC ?B
orders indicated in point (b) above;
(d)C81B9>781B=6E<3?>D5>D9>3<E49>73?=@ED5BF9BEC5C?B?D85BM<5CG9D8C9=9<1BM<5C
(e) use of the Service contrary to its intended use and the requirements of proper
operation;
(f) transfer some or all of the rights and obligations under the Agreement to a third
party, without the consent of the Service Provider;
(g) attempt to gain access to other services provided by the Service Provider or third
parties in an unlawful manner or in a manner contrary to the regulations of those
services.

 


2.

#?B5?F5BD85+C5B9C6?B29445>D?D1;51>I?D85B13D9?>CD81D=1IB5CE<D9>41=175D?
the Service Provider or third parties, in particular:
(a) creating content on the basis of the Service and dependent works within the
=51>9>7 ?6 D85 ?@IB978D 1>4 (5<1D54 (978DC 3D ?B ?D85B G?B;C G8938 =1I 25
considered as derivatives of the Service;
(b) copy in any way all or part of the Service and its Features;

(c) attempting to carry out reverse engeneering of the Service

(d) attempt to remove property rights and intellectual property rights of the Service
Provider or any third party information from the Service;
(e) use the Service to create a competitive service;

(f) copy any feature or graphic elements of any services or feature.
VIII. Rights and obligations of the Service Provider
1.

*85)5BF935&B?F945BE>45BD1;5CD?=1;553?>?=931<<IB51C?>12<5566?BDCD?5>CEB5D81D
D85)5BF9359C1F19<12<5 8?EBC141I41IC1G55;5H35@D9>D856?<<?G9>731C5C
(a) planned breaks in the Service shorter than 15 minutes, not more often than once in a
24-hour period (Service Provider will try to inform about planned breaks in the Service
1D<51CD 8?EBC9>14F1>352I@?CD9>71@@B?@B91D5=5CC175C?>D85)5BF935?B#?29<5
Application),
(b) planned service interruptions longer than 15 minutes (the Service Provider will try to
inform about planned interruptions in the performance of the FIBARO ID Service at
<51CD8?EBC9>14F1>352I@?CD9>71@@B?@B91D5=5CC175C?>D85-52C9D5?B#?29<5
Application),
(c) interruptions in the provision of the Service caused by circumstances beyond the
control of the Service Provider, in particular:
9 6?B35 =1:5EB5 9>3<E49>7 13DC ?6 @E2<93 1ED8?B9D95C L??4C MB5C 51BD8AE1;5C
riots, acts of terrorism, strikes and other circumstances related to the performance
?6G?B;5H35@D9>39B3E=CD1>35CB5<1D9>7D?)5BF935&B?F945BC5=@<?I55C
999>D5BBE@D9?>C9>)5BF935&B?F945BC1335CCD?D85>D5B>5D
(iii) hacking attacks,
(iv) interruptions or cessation of the provision of services to the Service Provider
by third parties, which services are necessary for the provision of the Service.

2.

Please note that interruptions in the operation of the FIBARO ID service, provided on
D85 21C9C ?6 1>4 E>45B D85 3?>49D9?>C C@539M54 9> D85 *5B=C 1>4 ?>49D9?>C ?6 D89C
)5BF935 =1I B5CE<D 9> 9>D5BBE@D54 ?@5B1D9?> ?6 D85 %><9>5 )5BF935 1>4 #?29<5
Application.

3.

*85)5BF935&B?F945B4?5C>?D7E1B1>D55D81D
(a) there will be no problems with the performance of the contract due to nonperformance or improper performance of telecommunications services provided to the
User by his service provider resulting in the inability to use the Service, due to
D5B=9>1D9?> ?B 5H@9B1D9?> ?6 D85 3?>DB13D E>45B G8938 D85 C5BF935 @B?F945B @B?F9454
telecommunications services to the User, as well as due to improper operation of the
Internet or improper use of this network by the User,

 


(b)96D85+C5BF9?<1D5CD85*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>C85 C85G9<<2512<5D?EC5D85)5BF935
in an undisturbed manner.
Service Provider undertakes actions aimed at the development and continuous
improvement of the Service provided and in this respect informs users that it is highly
probable that:

4.



(a))5BF93551DEB5CG9<<2514454=?49M54?B45<5D54
(b)1F19<12<5)5BF935C651DEB5CG9<<255H355454?BB54E354
(c) Service will be suspended to the User for a period of up to 14 days, if the Service
&B?F945BM>4CD81DD85+C5B81CF9?<1D54D85@B?F9C9?>C?6D85*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>C9>
?B45BD?5>12<5D85+C5BD?3<1B9M31D9?>?6D89C9CCE5
5.

Service Provider informs the User about taking the actions referred to in section 4
above by e-mail to the address indicated during the Registration.

IX. Duration of the Agreement
 335@D1>35 ?6 D85 *5B=C 1>4 ?>49D9?>C 9C D1>D1=?E>D D? 3?>49D9?>1< 3?>3<EC9?> ?6 1>
agreement for the provision of services by electronic means described in detail in point III
C53D9?>1>4?6D85*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>C
2. Service Provider has the right to terminate the Agreement at 14 days notice for important
B51C?>C9>@1BD93E<1B9>D855F5>D?617B?CCF9?<1D9?>?6D85C5*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>C1CG5<<1C9>
D855F5>D?6B5@51D54F9?<1D9?>C?6D85*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>C2ID85+C5B9>D855F5>DD81D?>5
I51B81C@1CC54C9>35D85+C5B<1CD<?77549>D?D85-52C9D5?B#?29<5@@<931D9?>1>41<C?9>
the event that it decides to terminate the provision of the Service to all Users. Service Provider
shall submit a notice of termination of the Agreement by e-mail to the e-mail address indicated
by the User during the Registration. However, if the Service is terminated for all Users,
termination may be effected by posting an appropriate message on the login page of the
Service or Application.
3. User may terminate his/her use of the Service (terminate the Agreement) at any time and for
1>I B51C?> *5B=9>1D9?> C81<< 25 56653D54 2I 1 CD1D5=5>D CE2=9DD54 D? D85 )5BF935 &B?F945B 9>
GB9D9>7?B2I5=19<D?D85144B5CCCE@@?BDM21B?3?=
**(#$*%$%*%$*(*%(*&(%,)%$%)(,))()+"*%
*)*(#$*%$)*$*#%+$**%*$"*/%*+)(*%+)*)(,
 +@?> D5B=9>1D9?> ?6 D857B55=5>D D85 )5BF935 &B?F945B C81<< 9BB5F?312<I 45<5D5 D85 +C5BC
133?E>D1>41<<D85+C5BC@5BC?>1<41D16B?=D8541D121C5-*%+*"*/*%(%,(*
/*+)(E><5CCD853?>DB1BI9CB5AE9B542I=1>41D?BI@B?F9C9?>C?6<1G
X. Limitation of Service Provider's liability
1.

*%""%-$&(%,)%$))""$%*&&"/*%+)()-%(%$)+#()
-*$*#$$%(*" 
%*,"%

2.

* ""*/ % * )(, &(%,( %( # +) / $%$
&(%(#$ %( #&(%&( &(%(#$ % * %$*(* ) "#* *%
-"+" #)%$+* %( * ()* * ""*/ % * )(, &(%,( )
."+

 


3.

* )(, &(%,() ""*/ %( )(, *+() $ * )(,
*))."+

4.

* )(, &(%,( ) $%* "" *% * .*$* ** &&"" "-)
&(#*"#**%$%""*/%(
(a) #) $+(( / * +)( %( %$ * )) % * *(#) $
%$*%$) )"#() (""%*%$) $%$(")*%$ *,
#&"#$**%$ $ *(#$*%$ % *) (#$* ) -"" ) $/
(* %( $(* %( %$)'+$*" #) )+( / * +)( %(
/*+)(
(b) #) ()$ (%# * +) $ ((%$%+) %&(*%$ % *
)(,)$*+$*%$"*/%*)(,)
(c) #)("**%*"%))%%&&%(*+$*/*%+)*)(,)$
*+$*%$"*/%*)(,
(d)#)$"%)*$*)"+(+#))$)
(e)#)+*%"%))%*"%))%(#*%+)()
&(%&(*/
(f) #) ("* *% * ,$*+" &(%,)%$) % %&/(*) $
$+)*(" &(%&(*/ "- % *( &(*) *% * )(, %( *
+$*%$"*/ % * )(, $"+$ #) ("* *% "#) %
*)&()%$)$)**+)(+*%$($#$*%*(%&/(*)
%($+)*("&(%&(*/(*)

5.

*&(%,)%$)%)*%$ *%)""&&"/*%""(%+$)%""*/
$"+$*%(*""*/

XI. Guarantees
* )(, &(%,( #!) $% .&()) %( #&" -(($*) -*
()&* *% * )(, *+() %( )(,) $ &(*+"( * )(,
&(%,(%)$%*+($****+)%*)(,%(*)(,
*+()-""($$/$*)*%*+)(
XII. Personal data
1.

B1>D9>71335CCD?D85)5BF9351>4EC9>7D85)5BF9359C3?>>53D54G9D8D85@B?35CC9>7
?6+C5BC1>4ECD?=5BC@5BC?>1<41D12ID85)5BF935&B?F945B

2.

*856?<<?G9>7@B?F9C9?>C1B5D?25B571B4541C
(a) D? 3?=@<I G9D8 D85 ?2<971D9?> B565BB54 D? 9> 1BD93<5  ?6 D85 EB?@51> &1B<91=5>D
1>4?6D85?E>39<+
 ?6 @B9<
?>D85@B?D53D9?>?69>49F94E1<CG9D8
regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data and
B5@51<9>79B53D9F5  5>5B1<1D1&B?D53D9?>(57E<1D9?>&(
(b)D?3?=@<IG9D8D85?2<971D9?>B565BB54D?9>BD93<5 ?6&(

XIII. The Service Provider as the Administrator of personal data (article 13 of the GDPR)

 


1.
2.
3.
4.

In order to provide the Service to the User, the Service Provider necessarily needs
information constituting personal data. Service Provider is the administrator of these
personal data.
*85945>D9DI?6D85)5BF935&B?F945B9C45M>549>D855M>9D9?>C
)5BF935&B?F945B81C1@@?9>D5411D1&B?D53D9?>%6M35BG8?31>253?>D13D541DD85
following address 4@?M21B?3?=.
Personal data will be processed on the basis of the following legal grounds and 
by the time indicated below, depending on the purpose of this processing:
(a)3?>3<EC9?>1>4@5B6?B=1>35?6D8517B55=5>DE>45BD853?>49D9?>CC@539M549>D85
*5B=C 1>4 ?>49D9?>C 85B59>16D5B B565BB54 D? 1C 7B55=5>D 9> 3?>>53D9?> G9D8
granting the User access to the service, including ensuring proper quality of Services,
=?>9D?B9>71>4F5B9M31D9?>?6D853?BB53D>5CC?6D859=@<5=5>D1D9?>?6D857B55=5>D
for the time of its validity (from the moment of conclusion to the moment of its
D5B=9>1D9?>@EBCE1>DD?1BD93<5C53D9?> <5DD5B2?6D85&(
(b)5H53ED9?>?6D85?B45B@<13542ID85+C5B1>4D85>9DCC5DD<5=5>DE>D9<D85=?=5>D
?6M>1<9C1D9?>?6D89CC5DD<5=5>D@EBCE1>DD?BD93<5C53D9?> <5DD5B3?6D85&(
(c)D?;55@M>1>391<B53?B4C9>3?>>53D9?>G9D8<571<?2<971D9?>CE>45B1BD93<5C53D9?>
<5DD5B3?6D85&(
(d) answer Users questions related to the use of the Service or the Service Features,
4EB9>7 D85 @5B9?4 ?6 D85 +C5BC EC5 ?6 D85 )5BF935 @EBCE1>D D? D85 @B?F9C9?>C ?6 D85
1BD93<5C53D9?> <5DD5B2?6D85&(
(e) detect and prevent fraud (for the duration of the Agreement as part of the
performance of the Agreement) and then for the period after which claims arising from
the Agreement between the User and the Service Provider become time-barred, and in
D855F5>DD81DD85)5BF935&B?F945B1CC5BDC3<19=C?B>?D9M5CD853?=@5D5>D1ED8?B9D95C
for the duration of such proceedings, pursuant to article 6 section 1 letter (f) of the
&(
(f) keep current statistics on the saturation of regions where the Service Provider sells its
products, services provided by Installers in a continuous process in which the data of
each individual Installer are processed until the end of the cooperation pursuant to
1BD93<5C53D9?> <5DD5B6?6D85&(
(g) possible claims against the User, for a period of 10 years, on the basis of article 9
C53D9?> <5DD5B6?6D85&(

5.

Service Provider administers the following data:
(a) +C5BC>1=51>4CEB>1=5
(b) +C5BC5=19<144B5CC
(c)$E=25B?6D85+C5BC>CD1<<5B5BD9M31D5
(d) Information about the city where the business of the Installer is registered
(e)9>6?B=1D9?>12?ED?B45BC@<13542ID85+C5B9>3<E49>79>6?B=1D9?>12?ED5H53ED9?>
and settlement of these orders.

6.

In order to achieve the above mentioned purposes of processing, the Service Provider
9C CE@@?BD54 2I 5HD5B>1< 5>D9D95C 1D57?B95C ?6 D85C5 C?31<<54 41D1 B539@95>DC 1B5
entities providing hosting services, entities providing e-mail services, entities providing
CD<5F5<(%*B19>9>7(%9CDB92ED?BC

 


7.

FIBARO is a company operating all over the world. As a result, some distributors are
5CD12<9C8549>3?E>DB95CG85B5D85&(4?5C>?D3?>CD9DED51<571<@B?F9C9?>9>6?B35
So it comes to the so-called cross border processing. Personal data shall be protected
by the conclusion of entrustment agreements with these Distributors with use of
CD1>41B43<1EC5C1@@B?F542ID85EB?@51>?==9CC9?>9>133?B41>35G9D8BD93<5
C53D9?> <5DD5B3?6D85&(9CDB92ED?BC?><I1335CCD8541D1G85>@<139>71>?B45B

8.

*85 +C5B 81C D85 B978D D? 1335CC D85 3?>D5>D ?6 D859B 41D1 1>4 ?2D19> 1 3?@I ?6 D859B
data, the right to correct them if they turn out to be incomplete or erroneous, the right
to request the Service Provider to delete their data or limit their processing and the
right to transfer the data to another Administrator.

9.

User also has the right to object to further processing.

10.

+C5B1<C?81CD85B978DD?<?47513?=@<19>DD?D85&B5C945>D?6D85%6M356?B&5BC?>1<
Data Protection, when he considers that the processing of personal data violates the
@B?F9C9?>C?6D85&(

11.

&B?F949>7 @5BC?>1< 41D1 2I D85 +C5B 9C F?<E>D1BI *85 3?>C5AE5>35 ?6 >?D @B?F949>7
personal data will be the inability to register and achieve the purposes mentioned in
point 4 above, and thus the inability to use the Services.

12.

+C5B41D1G9<<>?D25EC546?B@B?M<9>7

XIV. The Service Provider as an entity which processes personal data at the request of the
User (article 28 of the GDPR)
1.

*85 )5BF935 &B?F945B 2I @B?F949>7 D85 +C5B G9D8 D85 )5BF935 3?>C9CD9>7 9> 5>12<9>7
access to the tool used for building offers, acts as data processor. It provides software as
a service, that is used to process personal data.

2.

User is the administrator of the data contained in the offers.

3.

335@D1>35?6D85@B?F9C9?>C?6D85*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>C2ID85>CD1<<5B9CD1>D1=?E>D
to concluding a contract entrusting the processing of personal data between the
Service Provider as the processor and the User as the data controller (hereinafter
B565BB54 D? 1C >DBECD=5>D 7B55=5>D +C9>7 D85 )5BF935C C81<< 25 D1>D1=?E>D D?
issuing a documented processing order referred to in article 26 section 3, letter (a) of
D85 &( > B5<1D9?> D? D85 3?>D5>D ?6 @?9>D  C53D9?>  1>4  ?6 D85 *5B=C 1>4
?>49D9?>C D85 >DBECD=5>D 7B55=5>D C81<< D1;5 @<135 1D D85 C1=5 D9=5 1C D85 <571<
effect of the conclusion of the Agreement.

4.

Service Provider shall not process the data entrusted to it otherwise than on a
4?3E=5>D54 @B?35CC9>7 ?B45B 5H35@D 9> C9DE1D9?>C G85B5 CE38 1> ?2<971D9?> 9C
9=@?C54?>D85)5BF935&B?F945B2I+?B&?<9C8<1G6D85B59CCE381>?2<971D9?>D85
Service Provider will notify the User about it before starting the processing, unless the
law does not prohibit the provision of such information on the grounds of an important
public interest.

5.

*85)5BF935&B?F945B4?5C>?D81F51335CC1>4453<1B5CD81D9DG9<<>?DD1;51>I13D9?>C
in order to gain access to the content of offers prepared by the User with the use of the
Service.

6.

$5F5BD85<5CC D85 )5BF935 &B?F945B 1CCEB5C D81D 9DC @5BC?>>5< G8? @5B6?B= D1C;C D81D
may affect the security of the entrusted data and could potentially have access to them namely, a situation in which the User has the documented commissioning of operations

 


on the data which go beyond the traditional model of Service provision - has been
1ED8?B9C54D?@B?35CCD8541D11>481CE>45BD1;5>D?;55@D8541D13?>M45>D91<
7.

*85 C5BF935 @B?F945B 453<1B5C D81D 9D 81C 31BB954 ?ED 1 B9C; 1>1<IC9C 1>4 9=@<5=5>D54
technical and organisational data protection measures taking into account its state of
D851BDD853?CDC?69=@<5=5>D1D9?>1>4D85>1DEB5C3?@53?>D5HD1>4@EB@?C5C?6D85
processing and the risk of infringement of the rights or freedoms of data subjects.

8.

Service Provider as an entity to which the User entrusts the processing of data of which
he/she is the owner, and thus as a processor, it may process personal data only within
D85 C3?@5 1>4 @EB@?C5 C@539M54 25<?G 1>4 9> 3?>>53D9?> G9D8 D85 @B?F9C9?> ?6
)5BF935C C@539M54 9> D85 *5B=C 1>4 ?>49D9?>C &B?35CC9>7 ?6 @5BC?>1< 41D1 2I D85
Service Provider as a processor takes place only during the term of the Personal data
processing agreement.

9.

*85 C3?@5 ?6 5>DBECD=5>D 3?>35B>C D85 ECD?=5BC 41D1 1>4 9C <9=9D54 D? D85
information entered into the offer, such as:
(a)ECD?=5BC>1=51>4CEB>1=5
(b)ECD?=5BC144B5CC
(c)ECD?=5BC>554C1>4@B565B5>35C
(d) $E=25B?6ECD?=5BCB??=C9>8?EC5 ?6M35

10.

*85*BECD7B55=5>DC81<<B5=19>9>6?B356?BD854EB1D9?>?6D857B55=5>D1>4C81<<
cease to be in force upon its termination.

11.

%>D8541D5?6D5B=9>1D9?>?6D85*BECD7B55=5>DD85)5BF935&B?F945B9>133?B41>35
G9D8D85+C5BC9>CDBE3D9?>CG9<<B5DEB>?B45CDB?I9>1=1>>5B17B554G9D8D85+C5B1<<
@5BC?>1<41D11>4D859B3?@95CE><5CC1B5<5F1>D@B?F9C9?>?6>1D9?>1<?B+<1G?B45BC
the storage of these personal data.

12.

*85CD?B175?B3?@I9>7?641D19C>?DD85CE2:53D?6D85)5BF935C?D8512?F5@B?F9C9?>
B565BC?><ID?C@5391<C9DE1D9?>C9>G8938D85B53?B49>7?641D1D??;@<1351DD85+C5BC
documented request.

13.

-9D89>D85C3?@5?69DCD538>931<31@129<9D95C1>4D1;9>79>D?133?E>DD85>1DEB5?6D85
processing, the Service Provider declares its willingness to assist the User in responding
D?D85ECD?=5BCB5AE5CDCG9D89>D85C3?@5?6D859BB978DC

14.

*85)5BF935&B?F945B>?D9M5CD81DD85+C5B81CD85B978DD?31BBI?ED1>1E49D?B9>C@53D
9> ?B45B D? F5B96I G85D85B D85 41D1 5>DBECD54 D? D85 @B?35CC9>7 1B5 CE6M395>D<I
protected.

15.

Service Provider will also provide, at the request of the User, all information necessary
6?BD85+C5BD?6E<M<<89C?2<971D9?>CD?G1B4CD85ECD?=5BC9>D85C3?@5?6@B?35CC9>7
their personal data.

16.

Service Provider shall also immediately notify the User if it considers that the processing
order it has received could violate the law.

17.

)5BF935&B?F945B>?D9M5CD81D9>3?>>53D9?>G9D8D85@B?F9C9?>?6D85)5BF9351<C?G9D89>
D85 C3?@5 ?6 D85 *BECD 7B55=5>D 9D EC5C D85 CE@@?BD ?6 5>D9D95C @B?F949>7 8?CD9>7
services, to which the User agrees.

18.

Service Provider shall at the same time notify and guarantee that these entities are
bound by a entrustment agreement guaranteeing a degree of protection no less than
this entrustment agreement.

 


XIV. Complaints
1.
2.
3.
4.

?=@<19>DC 3?>35B>9>7 D85 )5BF935C C8?E<4 25 CE2=9DD54 2I 5=19< D? D85 6?<<?G9>7
address: CE@@?BDM21B?3?=.
Service Provider shall consider the complaint within 14 days from the date of its receipt.
*85 B5C@?>C5 D? D85 3?=@<19>D G9<< 25 C5>D D? D85 +C5BC 5=19< 144B5CC 1C 9>4931D54
during the Registration.
In order to investigate a complaint, the User may be asked by Service Provider
5=@<?I55D?@B?F9451449D9?>1<41D1>535CC1BI6?B9DC@B?@5B945>D9M31D9?>9>3<E49>7
(a) an email address;

(b) name and surname;
(c) 5BD9M31D5>E=25B
XV. Withdrawal from the contract
1.

User who is a consumer has the right to withdraw from the Agreement.

2.

User may submit a statement of withdrawal from the Agreement without giving a reason
within 14 days of the completion of the Registration.

3.

>?B45BD?=55DD854514<9>56?BG9D84B1G9>76B?=D857B55=5>D9D9CCE6M395>D6?BD85
+C5B D? C5>4 D85 9>6?B=1D9?> 3?>35B>9>7 D85 5H5B39C5 ?6 D85 B978D ?6 G9D84B1G1< F91
B579CD5B54 =19< D? D85 )5BF935 &B?F945BC 144B5CC ?B F91 5=19< D? D85 144B5CC
CE@@?BDM21B?3?=.

4.

In case of Agreement withdrawal, the Service Provider immediately deletes the Account
1>41<<@5BC?>1<41D1?6D85+C5B6B?=9DC*CICD5=1>4@5BC?>1<41D141D121C5E><5CC
the mandatory provisions of law provide otherwise.

XVI. Final provisions
1.

*85*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>C1B57?F5B>542ID85&?<9C8<1G9>@1BD93E<1BD853D?>D85
@B?F9C9?> ?6 5<53DB?>93 C5BF935C D85 &( 1>4 D85 3D ?> D85 @B?D53D9?> ?6 @5BC?>1<
data, unless the mandatory provisions of law require the application of other laws, in
@1BD93E<1BD85<1G1@@<9312<5D?D85@<135?6B5C945>35?BB579CD5B54?6M35?6D85+C5B
referred to as the consumer.

2.

*853?EBD3?=@5D5>DD?B5C?<F51>I49C@ED5C1B9C9>76B?=D8517B55=5>D9CD853?==?>
3?EBD G9D8 D5BB9D?B91< :EB9C493D9?> ?F5B D85 B579CD5B54 ?6M35 ?6 D85 )5BF935 &B?F945B
Disputes with Users who are consumers will be settled by common courts according to
the jurisdiction resulting from the provisions of law. A user who is a consumer has the
possibility of using an out-of-court complaint handling method and pursuing claims
256?B5 D85 &5B=1>5>D ?>CE=5B B29DB1D9?> ?EBD 1D D85 &B?F9>391< >C@53D?B ?6 D85
?==5B391<>C@53D?B1D59>-1BC1G>6?B=1D9?>?>D85=1>>5B?61335CCD?D8512?F5
mentioned dispute resolution procedures can be found at the following address:
GGGE?;9;7?F@<E>45BD85D12)5DD<5=5>D?63?>CE=5B49C@ED5CK

3.

Service Provider applies a code of good practice, the current version of which is
available at the following link: 
8DD@ GGGM21B?3?= @< M<5C ;?45;C04?2BI380@B1;DI;@46.

4.

)5BF935&B?F945BB5C5BF5CD85B978DD?=1;5381>75CD?D85*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>C6?BD85
following reasons:

 


(a) 1 381>75 9> D85 @B?F9C9?>C ?6 <1G 6B?= G8938 9D G9<< B5CE<D D81D 1 C@539M3
@B?F9C9?>?6D85*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>C9C3?>DB1BID?129>49>7@B?F9C9?>?6<1G
(b) providing new Services or changes or deletion of already available Services or
changes in their functionality, when these circumstances will cause the need to
9>DB?4E35381>75CD?D85*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>C
(c) >554D?14:ECDD85*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>CD?D85>554C1>45H@53D1D9?>C?6D85
Users.
5.

>IE@3?=9>7381>75CD?D85*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>CG9<<25@?CD54D?D85-52C9D5?B
#?29<5@@<931D9?>8?=5@175>?<1D5BD81> 41IC@B9?BD?D85381>75C3?=9>79>D?
force, and when User logs in to the Service, a special window will ask to accept the
381>75C6+C5B4?5C>?D1335@DD85381>75CD?D85*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>C85G9<<>?D
25 12<5 D? EC5 D85 )5BF935 1C ?6 D859B 56653D9F5 41D5 *85 +C5BC 33?E>D G9<< B5=19>
9>13D9F5E>D9<D85=?=5>D?61335@D9>7D853EBB5>DF5BC9?>?6D85*5B=C1>4?>49D9?>C
?BE>D9<D85=?=5>D?645<5D9?>?6D8533?E>D2I)5BF935&B?F945B1D+C5BCB5AE5CD

 

